Idioms are sometimes viewed as unitized phrases with interpretations that are independent of the literal meanings of their individual words. In three experiments, the nature of idiom representation was explored with a speech-error elicitation task. In the task, speakers briefly viewed paired idioms. After a short delay they were probed to produce one of the two idioms, and their production latencies and blend errors were assessed. The first experiment showed greater interference between idioms with the same syntactic structure, demonstrating that idiom representations contain syntactic information. The second experiment indicated that the literal meaning of an idiom is active during production. These syntactic and literal-semantic effects on idiom errors argue against a representation of idioms as noncomponential lexicalized phrases. In the final experiment, no differences were found between decomposable and nondecomposable idioms, suggesting that the lexical representation of these two types of idioms is the same.
equivalent to a single word, in an idiom lexicon that is separate from the general lexicon. The model further proposes that the literal meaning of a phrase is first derived and then checked against its context. Ifthis meaning fails to fit the context, then the idiom lexicon is consulted for retrieval of the figurative meaning of the idiom. This model rests on the assumption that literal meaning is always determined and that this determination precedes figurative interpretation,
Challenging the literal-first proposal, Swinney and Cutler (1 979; see also Gibbs, 1980 Gibbs, , 1986 showed that idioms were classified as acceptable English phrases faster than matched control strings. They proposed that an idiom was represented as a single lexical unit within the general lexicon, rather than in a special lexicon (see also Fraser. 1970; Katz, 1973) . Retrieval and storage of an idiom proceeds in the same way as any other word, with access to literal and figurative meanings occurring simultaneously.
A strong interpretation of Swinney and Cutler's (1979) unitization hypothesis suggests that the idiomatic phrase is just a large word-like unit. The internal components have no identity as individual lexical items, blurring or losing information about grammatical class, syntactic structure. and semantics. This interpretation is questionable because idiom representations must retain some information about the internal components (Katz, 1973) : They need phonological information in order to appropriately assign stress and syntactic information about the components, because many idioms are syntactically flexible. For example. lay down the law can be syntactically manipulated without losing its idiomatic meaning, as in "after the law had been laid down by John, there was no more trouble."
A weaker interpretation of the unitization hypothesis retains structural information in the representation. Fraser (1970) proposed that a phrasal idiom was a single lexical item that contained multiple complex symbols (syntactic features and phonemic representations) but a single semantic marker. For example, the idiom "hit the sack" might be abstractly represented as ([+V] hit; [+DET] the; [+N] sack; {go to bed}), but without semantic information associated to the individual parts of the idioms. Instead, there is a single semantic interpretation for the idiom as a whole. This solves the problem of syntactic flexibility, but raises another. Idioms vary in the extent to which they can undergo lexical manipulation without disrupting their figurative meaning (Gibbs, Nayak, Bolton, & Keppel, 1989) . Wasow, Sag, and Nunberg (1983) showed that the individual parts of some idioms can be internally modified by the insertion of adjectives or quantifiers as in "Mary really touched a couple of nerves." Likewise, one can emphasize the parts of idioms through topicalization, as in "The strings that John was able to pull seemed to be the right ones for getting the job." Thus, aspects of an idiom's overall meaning can be altered by modifying its individual components, implying that the meanings of these individual parts contribute meaning to the whole.
To explain these properties of idioms, Nunberg (1978) proposed the idiom decomposition hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests that idioms are not single lexical units, either lexically or semantically, but partially analyzable phrases. Their productive behavior is determined by the assumptions that a speaker makes about how the meanings of the parts contribute to the figurative meaning of the whole (see also Cacciari & Glucksberg, 1991 ; Gibbs & Nayak, 1989; van der Linden, 1989; Wasow et al., 1983; Wood, 1986) . The theory argues that idioms exist on a continuum of decomposability. The idiom pop the question is considered decomposable because its component parts refer, in some way, to their idiomatic referents. Pop refers to "a sudden noise" (that of speaking) and the question refers to "a proposal of marriage." Such idioms are predicted to be syntactically flexible. In contrast, for the nondecomposable idiom kick the bucket, it is hard to imagine what the relationship between the components and their idiomatic meaning is. This idiom should be syntactically inflexible ("frozen"; see Fraser, 1970) . Supporting this hypothesis, Gibbs and Nayak (1989) found the decomposability of idioms to be highly correlated with their syntactic flexibility.
Although most psycholinguistic research on idioms has addressed how they are understood (Cacciari & Glucksberg, 199 1 ; Gibbs & Nayak, 1989) , the issues of representation and literal meaning use also arise with respect to the production of idioms. A production hypothesis derived from either the standard pragmatic model or the unitization hypotheses might suggest that idioms are represented and accessed as whole units. Furthermore, a strict division between an idiom's figurative meaning and the literal meaning of its individual parts would predict that, in speaking, one should be able to access an idiom without interference from the literal meanings of its component words. This is because speakers have in mind the idea that is to be conveyed prior to producing an idiom, and that idea presumably maps onto the figurative meaning. For example, a speaker who intends to convey the idea that somebody died suddenly can say "he kicked the bucket" without accessing the literal interpretation "he knocked the pail over with his foot."
The standard pragmatic hypothesis for production suffers from the same problem that its comprehension predecessors did. If idioms were single units, lexical and syntactic variations could not be produced. As an alternative, Cacciari and Glucksberg (1 99 1) proposed that idioms were retrieved as phrases in which the internal components retained individual syntactic and semantic annotations. They further argued that both the literal and figurative meanings played a role in using idioms generatively in discourse. The literal meaning of an idiom's components mediates the production of idiomatic variants, both lexical and syntactic (McGlone, Glucksberg, & Cacciari, 1994) . For example, "once the ice was shattered, the party became much more enjoyable," retains the basic idiomatic meaning of break the ice. but with a nuance from the literal meaning of shattered.
The present experiments were designed to explore these issues in idiom representation by examining speech errors that accidentally combine two different idioms, or idiom blends. Blends in general are viewed as the result of two competing speech plans which interfere with one another' (Baars, 1980a; Fay, 1982; Fromkin, 1971; Harley, 1984; Levelt, 1989; Motley, Baars, & Camden, 1983a , 1983b . The term blend thus refers to the replacement of an element related to one speech plan by an element related to another speech plan, resulting in an utterance that does not exactly match either one.
The most familiar blends involve individual words: (1) The competition is a little stougher [stifferltougher] (Fromkin, 1973) , (2) Irvine is quite clear [close/near] (Fromkin, 1973) , and (3) . . . and would like to enlicit [enlist/elicit] your support (Garrett, 1980) . Examples 1 and 2 illustrate the strong semantic relationships typical of word blends (Fromkin, 197 1 ; Garrett, 1980; ShattuckHufnagel, 1979) and Example 3 illustrates a phonological relationship (Dell & Reich, 1981) . The errors usually combine words from the same syntactic class (Butterworth, 1982; Harley, 1984; Levelt, 1989) and respect syllable boundaries (MacKay, 1972) .
If idioms are single lexical items, as the strong version of the unitization hypothesis suggests, then one would expect them to demonstrate only characteristics similar to those just described for word blends. Idioms of similar figurative meaning should be most likely to blend together, but these errors should be independent of the internal syntax of the idiom. On the other hand, the weak unitization and decomposability hypotheses suggest that the representation of an idiom includes syntactic information. In this case, one would expect that syntactic information should influence the production of errors such that idioms with the same syntactic structure should interfere with one another more than those with different structures, resulting in more idiom blends. Furthermore, THE PRODUCTION OF IDIOM BLENDS 59 substituted words should tend to be of the same grammatical class as the idiomatic components that they replace.
If idioms are partially analyzable phrases, then blends between them should resemble phrase blends more than word blends. Although relatively little is known about phrase blends, their occurrence is well attested. Butterworth ( 1982) attributed them to interference between two alternative but complete formulations of an intended thought. The result may be a syntactic blend (e.g., "1 could never did find it" is a blend of "I could never find it" and "I never did find it"; Stemberger, 1982) or a blend of alternative plans with related meanings but widely different surface structures (e.g., "I miss being out of touch with academia" is a blend of "I miss being in touch with academia" and "I am out of touch with academia").
Phrase blends are a diverse lot. A small corpus compiled by Fay (1 982 ) is made up of 15% substitution blends (combining words from competing phrases; e.g., "It's spent me a year . . . " from "It's taken me a year" and "I spent a year"), 21% splice blends (tacking part of one phrase onto a competitor; e.g., "She looks it that type" from "She looks it" and "She looks that type"), and 59% blends that exhibited both of these characteristics ("I've never had such worse hands" from "I've never had such bad hands" and "I've never had worse hands"). The remaining 5% were complex errors.
There is anecdotal evidence that idioms, like phrases, blend. In Stemberger's (1 985) corpus of speech errors, idioms appear in blends in which an entire word from one idiom replaced a word in another (69 instances) or component words themselves blended (9 instances). Notably, the word replacements sometimes involved words that were similar in literal meaning. Stemberger observed that the predominance of word replacements suggests that the blends occurred mostly at a level where words were represented as wholes rather than individual speech sounds.
Because idiom blends occur too rarely in spontaneous speech to reveal much about how idioms are represented and processed in production, the present research employed a controlled error-elicitation procedure. Our method, like other methods for inducing unintentional speech errors, involved presenting speakers with two alternative production targets. The speakers are required to produce only one while under time pressure (Baars, 1980a (Baars, , 1980b . These techniques have been applied most extensively to elicit sound exchanges, but Motley (1 985) sketched a related technique for eliciting phrase errors. Two sentences were presented to speakers for 10 sec, tagged by a single letter: T: Do I have to put on my seat belt? and M: Do I have to put my seat belt on? After a 5-sec delay, one of the letters (T or M) was presented as a cue to produce the corresponding sentence. The task reportedly elicited blends like "Do I have to put on my seat belt on?" (also see Lapointe & Dell, 1989) .
In the three experiments below, speakers were briefly shown two idioms. After a short pause, they were cued to produce one or the other as quickly as they were able. In the first experiment, the syntactic and semantic properties of the competing idioms were manipulated to see whether idioms with the same syntactic frame were more or less likely to interfere with one another, and whether idioms with the same figurative meaning were more or less likely to interfere with one another. The second experiment used pairs of phrases, one an idiom and the other a phrase with a meaning similar to or different from the idiom's literal meaning. If literal meaning plays a role in idiom production, literally similar phrases should blend with idioms more often than literally dissimilar phrases. The final experiment examined whether paired decomposable idioms were any more likely than paired nondecomposable idioms to interfere with one another. If decomposability is important for the production of idioms, decomposable idioms should be easier to modify and thus more susceptible to production errors.
The goal of the three experiments was to explore some of the representational factors that constrain idiom errors, particularly their meanings (both literal and figurative) and their syntax. The focus was on idiom blends, with the assumption that constraints on idiom errors might reflect fundamental features of the idiom representation. In general, if idioms are lexicalized phrases without internal syntactic and semantic structure, the structure and literal meaning of competing idioms should not affect production. However, if an idiom's representation is articulated in terms of both structure and meaning, idiom blends should respect the structures and meanings of the competitors.
EXPERIMENT 1
In this experiment, speakers were induced to create idiom errors with a competing-plans methodology. The speakers silently read two idioms from a computer screen, and shortly thereafter they were cued to produce one or the other idiom. Paired idioms had the same or different idiomatic meaning and the same or different syntactic form. The question was whether these two factors constrain idiomatic speech errors. The decomposability hypothesis and both unitization hypotheses predict that idiom pairs with similar figurative meanings should produce more interference than those with different meanings, resulting in longer naming latencies and more blends. The hypotheses differ in their predictions about the effect of syntactic structure. If idioms are completely lexicalized phrases, as the strong unitization view would have it, the syntax of an idiom should not play a significant role in the production of blends. On the other hand, if idiomatic representations encode information about internal syntax (as decomposability and weak unitization suggest), then idiom pairs with identical syntactic forms should produce more interference (more blends and longer production latencies) than those with different syntactic forms.
Method
Participants. Ninety-six Michigan State University students participated in the main experiment for extra credit in introductory psy-chology classes or for payment. Five were replaced because they reported that they were unable to read both of the idioms in the time allowed. An additional 80 students served in idiom norming studies. None of them took part in the main experiment. All of the students were native speakers of English.
Materials. The idioms were assembled from a list of 129 American idioms from Makkai (1987) and 129 additional literal phrases. These materials were normed prior to the experiment in order to assess their idiomatic properties. In the first norming study, 40 students were asked to rate the phrases on a 5-point idiomaticity scale (1 = not an idiom, 5 = very idiomatic). The idioms selected for the experiment had a median score of 4.2 and a range from 2.9 to 5.0. In comparison, the literal phrases yielded a median score of 2.0 and a range from 1.1 to 4.0 (only six had mean ratings higher than 3.0).
In the second norming study, another 40 participants received a list of paired idioms and were asked to rate on a 5-point scale whether the two phrases had the same meaning (5) or different meanings (1) . The median meaning-similarity ratings for the items used in the experiment are presented in Table 1 .
Thirty-six experimental items were formed, each with three versions. Each version contained a pair of idioms. One idiom, the standard, appeared in all pairs. In one experimental condition, the standard idiom and its pairmate had similar figurative meanings and the same syntactic structures (e.g., if the standard idiom had the structure verb-determiner-noun, so did the paired idiom). In a second condition, the standard idiom and its pairmate had the same syntactic form but different figurative meanings. In the final condition, the standard idiom and its pairmate had different syntactic forms (e.g., if the standard idiom was verb-determiner-noun, then the paired idiom might have the structure preposition-determiner-noun) and different figurative meanings. We will call these respective conditions same meaning-same syntax, different meaning-same syntax, and different meaning-different syntax. Table 1 gives an example of an item in each of the three conditions and the median idiomaticity rating for each type of idiom. In addition to the experimental idioms, 72 other idiom pairs were used as practice and filler items. All of these pairs differed in syntactic form and figurative meaning. All of the idioms in a pair had the same number of words. The median number of words in the idioms across all of the experimental items was three. The Appendix lists the complete idiom set.
Procedure. Speakers were tested individually, and each session was recorded on audio tape. The stimuli were presented visually on the screen of a Macintosh computer with an EMM-2048a Universal Microcontroller (Metaresearch Inc.) for millisecond timing. Responses were spoken into a microphone that was attached to a voice key (Gerbrands Corporation, Model GI34 IT), which in turn signaled the computer that a response had been made. Figure 1 depicts an example of a typical trial. The idioms in each pair were presented one above the other, left justified, in the center of a computer screen. A single experimental trial proceeded as follows. The speaker viewed a pair for a period of time that varied according to the length of the idioms. The duration was determined by adding 40 msec for each letter in a content word and 20 msec for Figure 1 . A representative experimental trial.
each letter in a function word to a base duration of 250 msec. This procedure was followed in order to allow speakers to read each idiom just once. The idiom pair was followed by a blank screen for 2 sec. Then a probe number (a 1 or 2) appeared in the center of the screen. The speaker's task was to recall aloud as quickly as possible one or the other idiom. If the probe number was 1, the speaker was to recall the top idiom; if the probe number was 2, the speaker recalled the bottom idiom. The probe number remained on the computer screen until a response had been made. At the voice-key trigger, the computer recorded the production latency of the response. If the speaker did not respond within 2 sec, the probe number disappeared and was replaced with a beep and a message telling the speaker to respond faster. One second after the voice-key trigger, a question appeared on the center of the screen asking, "Did you respond correctly'?'' The speaker's task was to press either a "Y" if they believed they had answered with the correct idiom and had said it correctly, or "N" for "No, I think that I made a mistake."2 The next trial began 2 sec after this response. The filler trials had the same structure as the experimental trials, but the durations of the blank screens differed. The blank screen for half of the fillers had a 1-sec duration; for the other half, it had a 3-sec duration. This was done to discourage the speakers from anticipating the onset of the probe number. An initial block of trials served as practice for the speakers, although they were not explicitly told that it was practice. There were 16 filler items in this block. These items were probed after delays representative of the items in the other blocks, five of the delays were 1 sec, five were 3 sec, and six were 2 sec.
Following the practice block, the remaining 56 filler pairs and 36 experimental pairs were presented in blocks of 23 items each. The order of items was random, with the constraint that at least one filler occur between any two experimental items. A single random order was used for all speakers, and all speakers received the same filler items.
The speakers were given a brief explanation of the procedure for a trial, along with examples that consisted of two complete trials displayed on a sequence of index cards. They were also instructed to respond as quickly as possible, without laughing, coughing, or making any unnecessary noises that would set off the voice key. They were told that they would be recorded on audio tape.
Design. Every speaker received one version of each experimental item, an equal number (1 2) in each of the three conditions. Within each condition, the order of idioms in each idiom pair and the probes for each pair were completely counterbalanced across speakers, yielding 12 distinct presentation sets. Every set was presented to 8 speakers so that 24 speakers received each version of every item (summing over the counterbalanced variations).
Scoring. The audio tapes were transcribed and the responses scored. Two raters independently scored each transcription. The responses were classified into six mutually exclusive categories: (1) correct responses, (2) idiom blends, (3) intra-idiom errors, (4) intertrial errors, (5) complex errors, and (6) miscellaneous responses. Correct responses occurred when speakers correctly produced the probed idiom. Idiom blends were errors that combined elements from the two idioms in a single trial pair. Intra-idiom errors resulted from interference within a single idiom, while intertrial errors resulted from identifiable interference from any of the three previous trials. Complex errors consisted of intra-idiom or intertrial errors that involved more than one type of error (e.g., word addition and a substitution), errors that involved word blending or sound exchanges (e.g., shoot and throw produced show; and turn the tide and tip the scales produced turn the tides), and responses with an alternative idiom that shared a content word with the intended idiom (e.g., zip your lip presented but zip it up produced, when "it up" was not a part of the paired idiom or any of the preceding idioms). Miscellaneous responses were scored when the speaker produced the wrong idiom of a pair, an idiom from a previous trial, an incomplete idiom containing the word "something" (e.g., "kick the something"), or no response. Table 2 presents examples of each error type.
The three simple error types ( 2 4 above) were further subcategorized into substitutions, additions, deletions, or movements. Substitutions and additions could be identified in all three error categories, but deletion and movement errors were relevant only in the intra-idiom category. Substitutions were errors in which a word was inserted in place of another word in the produced idiom (e.g., take to the woods produced as head to the woods). Additions were errors in which additional words were inserted without replacing any words (e.g., blow your top, produced as blow your top off). Deletions involved the omission of a word (e.g., hold a candle to, produced as hold a candle). Movements were errors in which the word order was changed (e.g., put down your foot, produced as put your foot down).
The application of these scoring criteria resulted in 81.3% corrects, 1.7% idiom blends, 4.9% intra-idiom errors, 1.3% intertrial errors, 2.7% complex errors, and 8.0% miscellaneous errors. There was 98.4% agreement between the two raters over all of the responses. The disagreements were discussed, re-evaluated, and then rescored according to the same set of criteria.
Separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed on the data in each category. The error terms from these analyses were used to calculate 95% confidence intervals in order to perform Tukey tests. The first comparison contrasted the same-meaningsame-syntax condition with the different-meaning-same-syntax condition in order to assess the contribution of the figurative meaning. The second comparison contrasted the different-meaning-samesyntax with the different-meaning-different-syntax condition to assess the contribution of the syntactic structure. These contrasts were 
Results

Production latencies.
Times under 100 msec were interpreted as false voice-key triggers and excluded from the analyses (0.3% of the total). A further 3.8% of the trials were missing due to failure to meet the 2-sec deadline. The mean production latencies for the remaining correct-response trials were 8 18 msec for idiom pairs in the same-meaning-same-syntax condition, 785 msec for idioms in the different-meaning-same-syntax condition, and 795 msec for idioms in the different-meaningdifferent-syntax condition. These times are shown in Figure 2 . A one-way ANOVA yielded an effect of condition that was significant by speakers [Fl(2,95) = 5.54, MSe = 4,7981 but not by items [F2(2,35) = 2.70, MS, = 3,6951. Tukey tests were carried out on the condition differences with confidence intervals of 23 msec by speakers and 34 msec by items. For idiom pairs with the same syntax, those with the same meaning were slower (by 33 msec) than the pairs with different meanings, significantly so by speakers and marginally by items. For idioms with different meanings, the 10-msec difference between the production latencies for idiom pairs with same versus different syntax was not significant.
Error analyses. Table 3 shows the number of responses in each scoring category. The pattern of idiom blends is shown in Figure 2 . Recall that these errors are a consequence of the substitution or addition of a word from one idiom for a word in the other idiom of the pair. Because only one addition occurred, we will focus on the substitutions. Most errors appeared in the same-meaning-samesyntax condition (29), followed by the different-meaningsame-syntax condition (20) and the different-meaningdifferent-syntax condition (9). ANOVAs demonstrated a significant effect of condition [F1(2,95) = 6.10, MS. = 0.17; Fy(2,35) = 3.34, MS, = 0.841. Tukey tests were performed on the condition differences with 95% confidence intervals of 13.4 for speakers and 18.4 for items. The difference of 20 errors between the same-meaning-samesyntax condition and the different-meaning-differentsyntax condition was significant by both speakers and items. The 1 1-error difference attributable to syntactic structure (contrasting the different-meaning-same-syntax and different-meaning-different-syntax conditions) was marginal by speakers (90% confidence interval of 1 1.0 by speakers and 15.8 by items). There was no reliable effect of meaning in the comparison of the same-meaning-samesyntax and different-meaning-same-syntax conditions.
An ANOVA for the intra-idiom errors, collapsed across all of the subcategories, yielded a marginal effect of condition [F,(2,95) = 2.84, MS. = 0.49; F,(2,35) = 2.49, Me = 1.491, but the Tukey tests revealed no effect of syntax or meaning. For the intra-idiom substitution errors, the ANOVA yielded a significant effect of condition [F,(2.95 20.2 by speakers and 23.4 by items. The number of substitution errors in the different-meaning-different-syntax condition (56) was significantly larger than the number in the different-meaning-same-syntax condition (30). The test of the meaning difference was significant by speakers and marginal by items, with more errors when the paired idioms had the same meaning (52 vs. 30). There were relatively few errors in the intra-idiom addition, deletion, and movement subcategories, so we will not report analyses for these.
For the correct responses, the ANOVA yielded no significant differences between the conditions [F,(2,95) = 2.1 l..We = 1.63; F2(2,35) = 1.21, MS, = 6.751. Tukey tests showed no effect of meaning or syntax (confidence intervals were 41.3 by speakers and 52.6 by items). There were no differences among the errors in the intertrial or miscellaneous categories (Fs < 1).
Within the complex error category, most of the errors occurred in the different-meaning-different-syntax condition (42), followed by the different-meaning-same-syntax condition (34) and the fewest in the same-meaning-samesyntax condition (18). The ANOVA yielded a significant effect ofcondition [F,(2,95) = 4.17, MS, = 0.37; F2(2,35) = 3.19, MS. = 1.301, but the Tukey tests disclosed no effect attributable to meaning or syntax (confidence intervals of 20.2 by speakers and 23.0 by items).
Qualitative analysis of the errors. The qualitative patterns of errors were similar across all three experiments, so we will only report them in detail for this experiment. For the sake of clarity, we will restrict the discussion to categories in which at least five errors occurred. These were the idiom blends, intra-idiom, and complex errors.
A breakdown of the blending errors showed that 93% (54 of 58) of the substituted words were of the same grammatical class as the word that they replaced. Ofthese, 20 involved prepositions, 19 involved the substitution of determiners, and 15 involved nouns or verbs. In the different-syntax condition, 6 of 9 of the substitution errors involved words of the same grammatical class and 4 of these 6 were words from different positions within the idioms. This helps to discount a positional interpretation of the grammatical class effect in the same-syntax condition. The remaining 3 errors in this condition involved substitutions of words that were not of the same grammatical class, and all of these involved words in the same position. Along with constraints observed on spontaneous blends, this suggests that grammatical class constrains idiomatic blending to some degree, with position perhaps playing a role in the experimental task as well.
Like the idiom blends, most of the intra-idiom substitution errors involved words of the same grammatical class (88.4% collapsed across the three conditions). Unlike the interidiom substitution errors, most of the intra-idiom errors involved nouns and verbs (89.1 % collapsed across the three conditions). Of these, 24.4% involved inflectional changes (e.g., wrap to wrapped), 56.9% involved substitution of similar sounding words (not including the inflectional changes), 8.9% involved substitution of words related in literal meaning (3 of these were also in the similar-sound category), and 12.2% involved the substitution of some apparently unrelated word. The movement errors generally involved moving a preposition or a particle to the end of the phrase (7 of 9). Most of the deletion errors involved leaving out a function word (1 1 of 14) .
The complex errors (n = 94) consisted of multiple intraidiom substitution errors (52) or combinations of substitutions with additions (14), deletions (lo), or movement errors (2). These errors were distributed fairly evenly across the three conditions. The remaining errors in this class stemmed from the production of an alternative idiom that shared part of the target idiom (8 errors, such as the replacement of zip it up with zip your lip) or blends between words from each idiom (one in each condition). 
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the production of an idiomatic blend is somewhat sensitive to the internal syntactic structure and to the figurative meaning of the idioms involved. Idioms from pairs with similar figurative meanings were more slowly produced than idioms with different figurative meanings, and idioms with the same syntactic structure were more likely to blend together than those with different syntactic structures.
To examine whether the figurative meaning effect could be traced to literal similarity, the idiom pairs from the same-meaning-same-syntax condition were divided into two groups, (1) those that were intuitively different in literal meaning ( n = 27), and ( 2 ) those that were similar (n = 9). The different-literal idioms took 22 msec longer in the same-meaning-same-syntax condition than in the different-meaning-same-syntax condition and accounted for 56% of the idiom blends. The same-literal idioms took 42 msec longer. So, although it appears that literal similarity enhanced the meaning effect (something that Experiment 2 examines in greater detail), figurative similarity played a part too.
The pattern of idiom blends (e.g., kick the maker) revealed an effect of the idioms' syntax. Idiom pairs with the same form tended to blend more than pairs with different forms. This reflects a general feature of speech errors: interacting elements tend to be similar to one another. Stemberger (1985) reported that 99.7% of the noncontextual errors (phonological or semantic substitutions) in his error corpus obeyed the grammatical category constraint. In the idiom blends, 93% involved the substitulions of words from the same grammatical class. The rate expected by chance was 29%.
Turning to the intra-idiom errors (e.g., kick the rock), we see a similar grammatical category constraint, with 88% of the substitutions involving words of the same u grammatical category. In other ways, however, the error distribution differed from that for blends. Among the intraidiom errors, there were more substitutions for idiom pairs with similar meanings and fewer for idiom pairs with the same structure, while for blends, syntactic similarity resulted in more errors. This difference may reflect the nature of the two error types. When the paired idioms had different structures, there was less support from the syntax due to the absence of structural repetition (Bock, 1990) . This may allow for the intrusion of lexical items that were semantically or phonologically similar. But when the paired idioms had the same structure, structural repetition supported and maintained the components of the two idioms in integrated structures.
Taken together, the influence of syntactic form and the involvement of grammatical class argue against the strong unitization hypothesis. Idioms are not produced as "frozen phrases" in which the components lose all of their individual word-like properties. Instead, they are syntactically analyzed.
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EXPERIMENT 2
A subsidiary finding in Experiment 1 suggested that the literal meanings of idioms might enhance their participation in errors. The second experiment was designed expressly to see whether the literal meanings of idioms were active during production.
The literal and figurative meanings of idioms play distinct roles within the standard pragmatic hypothesis, the unitization hypothesis, and the direct access hypothesis. All of these maintain that the literal meaning is used in some way during comprehension. However, the role of literal meaning may be quite different in production. A listener begins with the task of trying to resolve an incoming stream of words, while a speaker begins with the conceptual content. The comprehender must decide whether the literal or figurative interpretation of the phrase is appropriate. The speaker, knowing what is to be conveyed, should access the idiom through its idiomatic meaning without mediation from the literal meaning. For example, a speaker intending to convey that [Howard died] should be able to activate "Howard kicked the bucket" without first accessing a literal meaning along the lines of "Howard punted the pail." However, Cacciari and Glucksberg (1991) have argued that the literal meaning of an idiom is critical for use in discourse. This implies that the literal meaning of an idiom must be accessible at some point during production.
The present experiment examined whether literal meaning affects idiom production. If idiom production is independent of literal meaning, then there should be no influence of an idiom's literal meaning on the production of idiom errors. On the other hand, if the literal meaning of an idiom does play a role in its use, one would expect to see perturbations from literal-meaning similarity in the production of errors.
Four pairings of phrases were used: (1) A standard idiom and a literal phrase with the same literal meaning as the standard (holdyour tongue; grab your lip), ( 2 ) the standard idiom and a phrase with a different literal meaning (hold your tongue; sign your name), ( 3 ) the standard idiom and an idiom with the same figurative meaning but a different literal meaning (hold your tongue; button your lip), and ( 4 ) the standard idiom and an idiom with a different figurative meaning and a different literal meaning (hold your tongue; flip your lid). All of them had the same syntactic structure. The critical comparisons are tested in the first two conditions, those with literal phrases. If the literal meaning of an idiom is available during production, a phrase with a similar literal meaning should participate in more blends than the paired phrase with a different literal meaning. The last two conditions correspond to the same-meaning-samesyntax and different-meaning-same-syntax conditions in Experiment 1, and provide a baseline for the contribution of figurative meaning.
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Method
Participants. Ninety-six different undergraduates from the same source as the previous experiment participated in this experiment; 18 speakers were replaced for the same reasons as in Experiment 1. All were native speakers of English.
Materials. Thirty-two same-meaning-same-syntax idiom pairs were selected from the stimuli used in Experiment 1. For the standard idiom in each pair, a paraphrase of its literal meaning was created by substituting two (in 30 instances) or three (in 2 instances) of the words in the idiom with words of similar meaning. Each standard idiom was also paired with an unrelated literal phrase. All of the related and unrelated literal phrases had the same syntactic structure as their paired standard idioms. The complete set of experimental items is presented in the Appendix.
In addition to the experimental idioms. there were 80 practice and filler items. Of these, 40 were pairs of idioms with different figurative meanings and 40 were pairs consisting of one idiom and one literal phrase with different literal meanings. The members of all of these pairs differed in syntactic form (but had the same number of words).
Each list contained 32 experimental and 80 filler items. The 112 pairs were broken into five blocks, with the first block, consisting of 16 filler items, serving as a practice block. Each of the remaining four blocks consisted of 8 experimental and 16 fillers randomly distributed with the constraint that there was always at least one filler item between any two experimental items.
Design. Crossing meaning type (figurative or literal) and similarity of meaning (similar or different meaning) yielded four conditions. In the figurative-meaning conditions, both items of the pair consisted of idioms with either similar or different figurative meanings. In the literal-meaning conditions, the pair consisted of one idiom and one literal phrase, with either similar or different literal meanings. Note that the type of meaning that is similar in the figurative-meaning condition is the figurative meaning and in the literal-meaning condition is the literal meaning. An example of an experimental pair in each condition is given in Table 4 . As in Experiment 1, probe number and pair order were completely crossed with these conditions. This resulted in 16 counterbalanced lists, each containing eight items in each of the four conditions, with two items of each type in each of the four probelorder conditions. Across lists, every item appeared once in each of the conditions. Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Scoring. The scoring criteria were identical to those in the first experiment. The scoring yielded 83.4% corrects, 1.8% interidiom errors. 5.2% blend errors, 1.9% intertrial errors. 2.0% complex errors, and 5.8% miscellaneous errors. There was 97.9% agreement of scores between the two raters over all of the responses.
Separate two-way (meaning type X similarity of meaning) ANOVAs were performed on each scoring category by speakers and items.
Results
Production latencies. The production latencies for correct responses in each condition are shown in Figure 2 . There was an effect of meaning type such that Error analyses. Table 5 shows the number of responses in each scoring category. The pattern of idiom blends is shown in Figure 3 . There was an overall effect of meaning similarity for blend errors. Phrase pairs with the same meaning (either literal or figurative) produced significantly more blend errors than did pairs with different meanings [Fl(1,95) = 5.72, MSe = 0.13; F2(1,31) = 6.37, M S = 0.361. There was no main effect of meaning type, and nor did the meaning type X meaning similarity interaction reach statistical reliability [F, (1, 95 The analyses of correct responses, intra-idiom, intertrial, and miscellaneous errors detected no significant differences attributable to meaning type or meaning similarity; nor were there significant interactions between the two factors.
phrases in the figurative conditions (consisting of idiom
Discussion
The most important result from this study was that literal-meaning similarity between an idiom and a phrase produced as many errors as did figurative-meaning similarity. Underscoring this is the fact that more than half of the errors occurred on content words. Since content words carry the burden of the meaning, this finding implies that the errors reflect a tendency for similar meanings (either literal or figurative) to interact. Finally, the tendency for blending errors to obey the grammatical class constraint held in both the figurative and literal conditions, suggesting that this constraint is blind to whether the blending phrases are idioms. All of these findings offer evidence that literal meaning is active during the production of idioms, consistent with Cacciari and Glucksberg's (1991) contention that the literal meaning of an idiom is involved in their productive use in discourse.
One objection to these results is that the speakers may have ignored the figurative meanings of the idioms and focused on the literal meanings. However, there are reasons to believe otherwise. The figurative phrases were produced faster than the literal phrases, paralleling many of the findings in the comprehension literature. And there were more blends in the same-figurative-differentliteral meaning condition than in the different-figurative- different-literal meaning condition, replicating Experiment 1. This is most evident in the content word errors. The implication is that the speakers processed the figurative as well as the literal meanings.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 was designed with a different dimension of idiomatic meaning in mind. Gibbs and Nayak (1989) demonstrated that speakers' intuitions about the decomposability of an idiom are correlated with the idiom's syntactic flexibility. In decomposable idioms, the lexical parts of the idiom map onto distinguishable meaning components. Decomposable idioms may thus be less rigidly encoded in the lexicon than nondecornposable idioms. For the purposes of the experiment proposed here, this leads to the prediction that decomposable idioms may be more susceptible than nondecomposable idioms to the production of idiom blends.
As in Experiment 1, same-meaning-same-syntax idiom pairs were created. The pairs consisted of either decomposable or nondecomposable idioms, as determined from decomposability ratings. The syntactic structure and figurative meanings of the idiom pairs were the same, leaving any differences in the error pattern attributable to decomposability alone. If the lexical representation of decomposable idioms is less rigidly specified and more susceptible to change (Gibbs & Nayak, 1989) , they should be more predisposed to blending than nondecomposable idioms, if the latter tend to be lexically frozen.
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Materials. The idiom pairs were created from a set of idioms that were rated for decomposability. The rating procedure was adapted from Gibbs and Nayak (1989) . Twenty-six judges received a list of 141 idioms and a paraphrase of their idiomatic meaning (e.g., "Chew the fat: To talk casually"). The judges were asked to rate on a 5-point scale how analyzable they thought the idiom was. The instructions explained the nature of a decomposable relationship between an idiom's words and its figurative meaning in terms of an example (pop the question) and contrasted this with a nondecomposable idiom (give the bounce). The ratings were made on a 5-point scale, on which 1 was nondecomposable and 5 was decomposable.
Included in the rated idioms were the 72 idioms from the samemeaning-same-syntax condition of Experiment 1. From these 36 pairs, 10 pairs in which both idioms were relatively decomposable and 10 pairs in which both idioms were relatively nondecomposable were selected as the experimental items for the third experiment. These items and their decomposability ratings are presented in the Appendix. The median rating of the idioms used in the decomposable pairs was 3.5 (range 3.1 to 4.2); for nondecomposable pairs, it was 2.3 (range 1.7 to 2.9). The mean differences between the decomposability ratings for the paired idioms were 0.04 for the decomposable pairs and 0.03 for nondecomposable pairs. The mean same1 different figurative meaning ratings (see Experiment 1) were 4.5 for the decomposable pairs and 4.0 for the nondecomposable pairs.
In addition to the 20 experimental items, 40 filler items were created. Like the experimental items, these items were idiom pairs with the same meaning and same syntax. Ten items were same-meaningsame-syntax pairs from Experiment 1. in which one idiom had been rated as decomposable and the other as nondecomposable. The remaining 30 pairs were made up of idioms with different meanings.
The 60 items were grouped into three blocks of trials. The first block, which consisted of 10 fillers, served as practice. The remaining two blocks each had 25 idiom pairs (10 experimental items and 15 fillers) which were ordered with the constraint that there was always at least one filler item between any two experimental items.
Design. The idiom pairings yielded two conditions, decomposable versus nondecomposable idioms. As in Experiments 1 and 2, probe number and idiom-pair order were completely crossed with these conditions. This created four counterbalanced lists, each containing 10 different pairs from each experimental condition.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of the previous experiments.
Scoring. The same scoring criteria were applied. This resulted in 81 . l % corrects, 3.6% idiom blends, 5.8% intra-idiom errors, 0.7% 
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CUTTING AND BOCK intertrial errors, 1.8% complex errors, and 7.0% miscellaneous errors. There was 99.2% agreement between the two raters o\er all of the responses. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs were computed for the error and production-latency data, with speakers as the random factor (F,), and one-way between-groups ANOVAs were computed with items as the random factor (F,).
Results
Production latencies. The production latencies for correct responses are shown in Figure 4 . The naming times were slightly faster for decomposable idiom pairs (791 msec) than for nondecomposable pairs (804), but the difference was not statistically reliable [F,(l,79 Error analyses. Table 6 shows the number of responses in each scoring category. The ANOVA detected no difference between the conditions in numbers of correct responses or errors, except in the miscellaneous error category. Nondecomposable idiom pairs produced more miscellaneous errors than did decomposable pairs, significantly so by speakers but not by items [68 vs. 45; F,(l,79) 
Discussion
The predicted differences in the error rates between the decomposable and nondecornposable pairings did not materialize. This suggests that the lexical representations of decomposable and nondecornposable idioms are the same when they enter into the production process. and supports a weak version of the unitization hypothesis over the decomposability hypothesis.
To ensure that the null result could not be attributed to norming disparities, we compared ratings for overlapping items in the published literature (Gibbs, 1987; Gibbs & Nayak, 1989; Gibbs, Nayak, Bolton, & Keppel, 1989; Gibbs, Nayak, & Cutting, 1989) . Of the items in the present experiment, there were six used by Gibbs and his colleagues. All were in agreement. Three of the items were rated as nondecomposable in Gibbs's work and by our judges and three items were rated as decomposable in both sets of materials. So, although the number of overlapping items is not large, the convergence is reassuring.
The single difference obtained in this experiment was that nondecomposable idiom pairs produced more miscellaneous errors. If nondecomposable idioms are harder to understand and remember than decomposable idioms, these errors would stem from memory failure. This is the same result that Gibbs and Gonzales (1985) reported. They presented participants with short stories that ended in either a syntactically frozen idiom, a syntactically flexible idiom, or a literal phrase. The participants' task was to recall the final sentence of each story corresponding to a cue. The flexible idioms were recalled more often than the frozen idioms (46% vs. 32%), implying that nondecomposable idioms are more difficult to remember. These results offer further evidence that the decomposable idioms in the present experiment differed in the relevant properties.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The experiments presented here offer a new kind of evidence for the view that idioms are compositional. Across all three experiments, idiom blend errors consistently involved structurally and semantically similar components. Like literal phrases, idioms fall apart along THE PRODUCTION OF IDIOM BLENDS 67 linguistically sensible lines. Apparently, idioms are not lexicalized chunks, comparable to large single words, but phrases with internal syntactic and semantic components. Among these components, there are some that provide access to an idiom's literal meaning during language production.
The first experiment suggested that the production of idioms was sensitive to their internal syntactic properties. Idioms with the same syntactic structures were more likely than idioms with different structures to interfere with one another, resulting in a greater number of blends in the idioms with the same structures. Additionally, substitution errors tended to obey a grammatical category constraint. These results argue against the unitization hypothesis (Swinney & Cutler, 1979) , suggesting instead that idiomatic representations include syntactic information.
In the results for production latencies, Experiment 1 further suggested that idioms with similar figurative meanings tend to interfere with each other. The second experiment went beyond this to examine the influence of an idiom's literal meaning on its blending behavior. The results indicated that the literal meanings of idioms might be active during production, consistent with the claims of Cacciari and Glucksberg (1 99 1). Phrases with similar meanings produced more blending errors than did phrases with dissimilar meanings, regardless of whether the meaning similarity was literal or figurative.
If we assume that idioms are stored phrases with constituent parts, something must be said about the nature of the individual parts. The final experiment explored the role of an idiom's decomposability during production. Decomposability refers to the assumptions that speakers make about how the meanings of the parts of an idiom contribute to the idiom's meaning as a whole, and ratings of decomposability are correlated with judgments of synSyntax Lexicon tactic flexibility. However, in Experiment 3 decomposable idioms blended together at the same rate as nondecomposable idioms, suggesting that the components of decomposable and nondecomposable idioms are accessed similarly during production. This result contrasts with the outcome of studies by Gibbs, Nayak, and Cutting (1989) . They presented participants with strings of words and asked whether they were meaningful English phrases. Half of the meaningful items were idioms and the other half were literal phrases. Responses to nondecomposable idioms were slower than those to decomposable idioms. Gibbs et al. proposed that during comprehension, parts of the idiomatic meaning are distributed over the components of the idiom. For example, in interpreting the decomposable idiom spill the beans, a comprehender recognizes that each component can be assigned an independent meaning, and understands how it contributes to the whole. However, for a nondecomposable idiom like kick the bucket, the comprehender attempts to assign independent meanings to the parts but cannot, leading to a slower response.
For language production, the story may be different because the producer starts with the ideas to be communicated. That is, the production system begins with a thought and then constructs an utterance to convey it. A language production model like that developed in Dell (1986; a similar model might be constructed from the model developed in Levelt, 1989) offers an explicit framework for explaining how this proceeds. Figure 5 provides a sketch.
In the model, there is a distinction between syntax and the lexicon. The syntactic part of the model consists of a set of rules that create a structural frame, The terminal nodes of these frames are grammatically categorized slots. The lexicon consists of a network of nodes for linguistic units such as concepts, words, morphemes, and phonemes. The conceptual nodes are connected to the word nodes, the word nodes to the morphemes, and so on. The cross talk between the syntactic frames and the lexicon occurs within each level. For example, at the lexical level, insertion rules select activated lexical items from the lexicon to fill the slots in the syntactic frame. The lexical item assigned to a slot must be of the grammatical type that a slot specifies.
Let us suppose that the lexicon has nodes representing idioms as wholes. These nodes are situated between the conceptual and lexical layers of nodes, so we will refer to them as lexical-concept nodes (following Roelofs, 1992) . These lexical-concept nodes are associated with the syntactic portion of the system, and can retrieve phrasal frames that specify the ordering of grammatical slots rather than single lexical categories. That is, the lexical representation of an idiom (e.g., kick the bucket) is associated with a phrasal node (a verb phrase) in the syntactic part of the system, not to a single grammatical category (e.g., verb). In terms of the models of idiom representation presented here, this corresponds to the difference between the weak and strong versions of the unitization hypothesis.
In the lexicon, an idiom's lexical-conceptual node is also associated with lexical nodes (lemmas) corresponding to its component parts. That is, the representation of an idiom like kick the bucket is associated with individual lemmas (kick, the, and bucket). A lemma is a representation of a word that is associated with its grammatical class (Roelofs, 1992) . On this view, the decomposability of an idiom is related to the way in which lexical-conceptual representations are associated to conceptual representations. If an idiom is conceptually decomposable, there will be multiple links between the lexical-conceptual and conceptual levels, while a nondecomposable idiom will have a single association between the two levels. For example, in Figure 4 , the lexical-conceptual node for kick the bucket is linked to the single conceptual node died, while the node forpop the question is linked to the conceptual nodes for both suddenly and to propose.
This model predicts that in production, nondecomposable idioms will be as svntacticallv flexible as decomoosconceptual level of two idioms with similar figurative meanings (e.g., kick the bucket and meet your maker) is comparable to the relationship between the conceptual and lexical-conceptual levels for two words with similar literal meanings (e.g., bucket and pail). Thus, the increase in error production that occurred when an idiom was paired with a literally similar phrase may arise as a consequence of shared conceptual representations.
The model also shows how the increase in blending errors that occurred when idioms had the same syntactic form may result from sharing the same syntactic representation. In the model, the grammatical class restriction is a consequence of the insertion rules that are responsible for the interaction between the lexical and syntactic parts ofthe system. The influence of literal meaning arises from competition between related lexical nodes that are activated by the idiomatic representation.
Before we conclude, there are several concerns to be addressed about the results of the present experiments. The first is the possibility that the errors that occurred were not production errors but reading errors, slips of the eye rather than slips of the tongue. In an attempt to distinguish these two potential sources of error, speakers were asked after each trial whether they had responded correctly, on the assumption that if speakers were aware that they had made an error it was safe to conclude that the error was in speech rather than in reading. The pattern of these "pure production" errors was similar to the overall distribution, but their numbers were too small to permit formal analysis. Table 7 presents these pure production errors for all three experiments. Although it is possible that the balance of the errors arose in reading, a more plausible interpretation is that error detection was difficult. In one of very few studies to examine detection rates, Levelt (1983) reported that only 46% of color-word errors were repaired in a task that required color naming. Levelt concluded that this was due to failures in the detection of errors by the speakers.
Another concern relates to our focus on idiom representation and production. Because the task had an inherable idioms. Once the lexical-conceptual representation Table 7 Comparison of All the Idiom Blends and the of an idiom has been selected (through activation from pure production Idiom in All of the the conceptual nodes), syntactic production processes are (Gibbs & Nayak, 1989) , the question hasnot yet been addressed in production.
In terms of the model sketched above, the increase in error production when idioms have the same figurative meaning can be seen as a consequence of similar conceptual representations, creating more competition than dissimilar conceptual representations. Note that the relationship between the conceptual level and the lexical- ent comprehension component, the results could reflect comprehension more than production processes. There are three reasons to discount this possibility. First, there was a close parallel between the overall error pattern and the "pure production" errors for which the speakers identified their slips as production errors. The second argument against the comprehension explanation is the lack of any effects of decomposability in Experiment 3. This is at odds with results in the idiom-comprehension literature (Gibbs & Gonzales, 1985; Gibbs & Nayak, 1989) . The last argument stems from a finding by Lombard! and Potter (1992) , which showed that short-term memory tends to be meaning-based even after a very short delay.
Recall is based on the meaning of the utterance, expressed through normal production processes. Their results suggest that the utterances produced after the 2-sec delay in the present experiments were likely to have involved normal production processes. ~a k e n together, these points suggest that the comprehension contamination of the experimental measures was minimal. Of course, these effects cannot be completely ruled out and some aspects of our results may be more readily explained in terms of comprehension processes. One is the literal meaning effect in the second experiment. Cacciari and Tabossi (1988) showed that, once a phrase is identified as an idiom, literal processing is halted and the literal interpretation is lost. his challenges the interpretation that literal meaning had its impact during production.
A final concern is the relative weakness of the effects. The task that we used produced very small differences in errors and production latencies. his is an unfortunate but unsurprising consequence of the highly practiced nature of normal production and the resulting rarity of speech errors. Still, as a vehicle for a preliminary exploration of the representation of idioms by speakers, the method has decided advantages over the observation of naturally occurring errors.
In conclusion, these experiments suggest that idioms are not produced as "frozen phrases," devoid of information about their internal syntax and semantics. As others have argued from studies of comprehension (Cacciari & Glucksberg, 1991; Gibbs & Gonzales, 1985; Gibbs & Nayak, 1989) , idiom representations are linked to information about the grammatical class of their constituents, about their overall syntactic structures, and about literal meaning. Within the model sketched above, idioms are idioms because of how they are associated to conceptual representations, as well as how they are represented in the lexicon. Idioms may be special in their relationships to nonlinguistic concepts, but they are not special in the way they are produced in normal language use.
